Growing campaign
to rehome elephant

Campaigners are fighting to rehome the "world's
loneliest elephant" from the UK to a dedicated
sanctuary in the Haute-Vienne
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Mega vaccination
centres to open
After a slow start to the country's
vaccination campaign, a series of
"megacentre vaccinodromes" are set
to open in the coming weeks as the
number of available jabs increases.

T

he
government
has faced strong
criticism over the
last few months
for the slow pace of the
vaccination roll-out in
France. While many of
the problems have been
due to factors outside of
the government's control
- EU-wide procurement
issues, supply chain delays
- many others can be laid at
Macron's door. Early doubts
expressed by the president
over the efficiency of the
AstraZeneca vaccine added
to the worries of an already
sceptical public and the
temporary suspension of
AstraZeneca jabs over
unfounded
blood
clot
fears further dented public
confidence, as well as
costing valuable time.
The good news for
Macron, and other European

leaders, is that the supply
of vaccines looks set to rise
significantly in the coming
weeks and months, but this
will also present its own
problems. With a number
of departments already
under strict lockdowns, and
many others on the verge of
joining them, vaccination
will be a vital element in
avoiding another national
confinement.
When
supply
does
eventually increase to meet
demand, getting the jabs
into people's arms quickly
will be key in this fight and
the government appears
to have decided that giant
vaccination centres are a big
part of the solution. After
initially baulking at the
idea of these “megacentre
vaccinodromes” after the
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S

pring
has
finally
sprung. At least it has
in my part of France
and as I write this
it is an absolutely
perfect 24 degrees outside. The
Goldilocks temperature: not too
hot and not too cold... just right!
The grass is green, the birds are
singing and the heat of the sun on
my back is warming the cockles of
my heart.
It's a slightly more difficult time
of year, however, for working out
what to wear, especially if you are
going to be out all day. The day
I write this started with a 7:15
drop-off at the bus stop for my
eldest's trip into collège. With the
clocks having just gone forward,
it was once again dark for this
short journey, my windscreen had
a vague hint of ice on it and the
car informed me it was 3 degrees
outside... it felt colder.
We sent the other two to school
at 8:30 and thought no more of it
until we suddenly got called in to
pick up my middle child because
her replacement teacher had been
informed that she was a “cas
contact”! There is very little to
worry about and I think sending
my daughter's class home for
the afternoon was just protocol

and through an “abundance of
caution”, as the politicians like to
say these days.
When we got there, however,
it was my son's health that I was
worried about. His class were on
récré and the poor guy was stood
there in the blazing heat, all redfaced and sweating under a heavy
long-sleeved top and a thick pair
of jeans. In 24 degree heat. What
kind of parents are we?! In my
defence, if I'd sent him in wearing
shorts and a T-shirt that would
have looked equally weird with
the mercury barely above zero.
Still, I'll take the odd chilly
mornings for the warm afternoons
and it is doing wonders for my
mood.
I have been trying to be more
positive in general recently and
while it may sound stupid - and
possibly a little naïve - I am
cautiously optimistic about the
vaccine roll-out in France over the
coming month or two. Before you
spit out your tea and point out the
obvious mess that has been made
up until now, hear me out.
Vaccinating the population has
been painfully slow, especially
when you can see other countries
doing so much better, particularly
in the UK. I've done a fair bit of

reading on this and the bottom
line is that if you don't have
the jabs, you can't put them in
people's arms. And France has
not had the jabs. Putting aside
why that is and everything else
that has already happened,
just because a government got
something
wrong
yesterday,
does not necessarily mean they
will get it wrong tomorrow. The
UK is a shining example of this,
arguably mishandling much of the
pandemic, but when it came to the
vaccine, they got it right and then
some.
It would appear that there
will be an awful lot of vaccines
available in France in the very
near future, so the focus will
shift on to how quickly and
efficiently the healthcare system
can get these into the public. I am
choosing to believe that once the
number of doses available matches
the capacity to inject them, the
machinery of government will
step up to the mark, as it did in the
UK.
As I write, around 12% of the
population has been vaccinated.
In the UK that figure is now
more than 50%, the daily death
rates have mercifully slowed to
a trickle and the country appears
to be emerging from lockdown
full of optimism. Whatever you
think of their methods, the UK
did a good job of getting hold of
vaccines and once they had them,
they were quick to vaccinate. I
don't believe that France will be
any different once the vaccines
become available.
France is rapidly approaching
10 million vaccines delivered.
The UK hit this mark in early

Hire and Sale of mini excavators and other small machinery
wide range of mini excavators
dumpers
compactors
micro tractors
plant trailers
Rubber tracks / Buckets and parts supplier
February, some 8 weeks ago. And
so I am looking to the UK and
thinking “that will be us very
shortly” and it gives me a degree
of optimism. I could be wrong... I
hope I'm not.
I might not personally agree
with everything that the British
government has done in the last
5 years, but that does not stop
me being over the moon that they
have nailed the vaccine roll-out
and from giving credit where it's
due. In the current pandemic, no
one is safe until everyone is safe
and victories anywhere should be
seen as victories for all.
Unfortunately, reading some
sections of the UK press - which
sadly I still do, partly through
a professional duty and partly
through a form of self-flagellation
that I recently learned is called
“doomscrolling” - then you would
be forgiven for thinking that the
UK and the EU are engaged in
an actual war where there can be

only one winner. The French press
is also not totally blameless in this
regard.
I really hope that the current
cross-Channel squabbling and
points-scroring calms down and
in a few short months everyone
can be happy that everyone is
vaccinated. Although I'm starting
to worry that my blind optimism
may be the result of heat stroke
from not bothering to change out
of the jeans and jumper I put on
this morning!
Until next month...
Steve Martindale, Editor
www.thebugle.eu
articles.thebugle.eu
facebook.com/The BugleFrance
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Growing pressure to rehome the "world's
loneliest elephant" in the Haute-Vienne

T

here is a growing
campaign to have
“Britain's
loneliest
elephant” relocated
to an elephant sanctuary in
the Limousin. Anne came to
the nation's attention in 2011
when the Asian elephant was
rescued by Longleat after an
animal rights group exposed
footage of her being beaten,
stabbed and forced to perform
tricks for Bobby Robert’s Super Circus.
Anne, who has not seen another elephant in almost 20
years, currently lives at Longleat Safari Park in Wiltshire
in a custom-built £1.2 million
heated enclosure where she is
free to roam. Campaigners say,
however, that the accommodation was only ever meant to be
temporary and that the dedicated Elephant Haven facility in
the Limousin would be far better suited to her needs.
A petition to see her relocated
to France has garnered 400,000
signatures, including the prominent backing of a number of celebrities. According to former
Longleat employee Adrian Lanfear, who launched the petition:
“She probably believes she’s
the last elephant in existence.”

“It's unnatural and cruel for a
highly intelligent, social female
elephant to be confined alone,
and Anne has been on her own
for 19 years,” said actress and
campaigner Joanna Lumley.
“Listless and dejected, she has
nothing to enrich or stimulate
her – her life is one of uninterrupted monotony. It’s time now
for Longleat to do the right
thing and release her to sanctuary, where she will have all her
needs met and can finally live
among other elephants, as nature intended.”
So far Longleat has resisted
pressure to relocate the elephant, denying that the decision
to keep her is financially motivated. “We understand the sanctuary in France was launched in
2012 but, to date, is yet to actually look after any elephants and
certainly not one with Anne’s
complex care requirements,” a
spokesperson for the park said
in a statement. “Anne would be
their first and only elephant.”
Whilst it is true that the Elephant Haven sanctuary was
founded in 2012, it has only
recently received permission
to welcome its first three elephants. The sanctuary is run by
Flemish expats Tony Verhulst

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
YOU CAN TRUST

and Sofie Goetghebeur, who
each have 20 years' experience
working with animals at Antwerp Zoo. Before embarking on
their adventure to create a home
for retired elephants in the Limousin, Tony had been a full-time
carer for the zoo's pachyderms
since 2001.
Thanks to a combination of
savings, donations, grants and
an awful lot of hard work, the
couple have transformed the
land just outside Bussière Galant in the Haute-Vienne into a

dedicated elephant sanctuary
and Anne is just one of several
elephants the team are hoping to
accommodate in the near future.
Anne suffers from a number
of ailments following a lifetime
of suffering, including arthritis and campaigners claim that
as well as having more space
to roam, access to other elephants and a pool to wallow
in, the more temperate climate
in central France would help
her arthirits. Longleat officials
say Anne, who was born in Sri

Is it about time
you put that door
or window in...?

Structural & load bearing work.

Houses on Internet is a marketing service that
allows private owners of French property to sell
their house without using an estate agent. A
method that has proven to be very successful.
How does it work?
1. We make a website for your property in
English, French and Dutch. The main
website is available in Russian too.
2. We connect that website to our main site
which gets over 130,000 visitors from 40+
countries per month.
3. We advertise your property on several
international French-property websites. This
way we reach 1.5 million people a month
worldwide.
What does it cost?
We ask a contribution to the advertising cost
up front and after the sale a fee of 2.5%, which
is included in the selling price.
Houses on Internet operates throughout
France with a staff of 7 professionals and 89
local photographers who visit our clients to
take photos and gather all information.
For more information, visit our website or give
us call us at +31 (0)6 41 20 73 69.

All types of structure...
stone, block, timber, etc.

WWW.HOUSESONINTERNET.COM

DIANE LOCKETT
CONSEILLÈRE EN IMMOBILIER
Looking for property in Bénévent-l’Abbaye, St-Dizier-Leyrenne
Bourganeuf, Montboucher and surrounding areas, St-Dizier-Leyrenne,
Châtelus-le-Marcheix, Ceyroux and surrounding areas.
8 SUCCESSFUL YEARS IN THE LOCAL PROPERTY MARKET.

diane@leggett.fr
06 02 27 35 96 - 06 02 37 24 09 (FR)
R.S.A.C. GUERET - 793 765 132 - AGENT COMMERCIAL

MAGGIE ENTWISTLE
CONSEILLÈRE EN IMMOBILIER
Looking for property from Bonnat to Boussac, La Châtre to
Glénic, and Guéret to Clugnat... and everywhere in between.
8 SUCCESSFUL YEARS WITH LEGGETT IMMOBILIER.

maggie@leggett.fr
06 40 90 05 01
R.S.A.C. GUERET - 800 512 204 - AGENT COMMERCIAL

LYNN ELLIOTT
CONSEILLÈRE EN IMMOBILIER
Looking for property in La Souterraine, St-Maurice-laSouterraine, Fursac, Le Grand-Bourg, Fromental and in between.
6 SUCCESSFUL YEARS WITH LEGGETT IMMOBILIER.

lynn@leggett.fr
06 18 98 60 20 - 07 77 28 30 68
R.S.A.C. GUERET - 808 029 060 - AGENT COMMERCIAL

Lanka and came to the UK aged
five, is very used to the British
environment, and that none of
her regular health checks have
suggested any issues over the
climate. The Elephant Haven
maintain that they are happy to
take Anne as soon as they can
and have even offered to cover
the transport costs.
To find out more about Tony
and Sofie, their Elephant Haven
project and how you might be able
to help, please visit their website:
www.elephanthaven.org ■

Call us... the easy access
opening specialists
For a rapid response
and a job well done, call

Martin: 05 55 61 93 07
Windows, Doors & Dormers.

New, old, or adjustment to existing openings.
Structural concrete specialists.
siret: 531 768 182 00010
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France to return stolen Klimt painting

T

he government has announced that it will
return a Gustav Klimt landscape painting to
its rightful owners more than 80 years after
it was stolen by the Nazis in 1938. The colourful 1905 oil work will soon be handed back to the
family of Nora Stiasny, an Austrian Holocaust victim
who was dispossessed during a forced sale.
The painting, entitled “Rosebushes under the
Trees”, has been hanging in the Musée d'Orsay in
Paris for decades, but Culture Minister Roselyne
Bachelot told a Paris news conference that “the decision to return a major work from the public collections illustrates our commitment to the duty of justice
and reparation vis-à-vis plundered families”. The artwork's provenance only recently came to light after a
French government-led investigation.
“It is in recent years that the true origin of the painting has been established,” the minister said. “The
decision we've taken is obviously difficult. It means
removing a masterpiece from the national collection,
one that is the only painting by Gustav Klimt that
France owns. But I'm not heartbroken over it - quite
the opposite. Eighty-three years after the forced sale
of this painting, this is the accomplishment of an act
of justice.”
Nora Stiasny, from a well-known Austrian Jewish family, inherited the artwork from her uncle, the
Austrian industrialist and art collector Viktor Zuckerkandl, but was forced to sell it in August 1938 at
a knock-down price after the Nazis annexed Austria.
In 1942 she was deported to a concentration camp in
Nazi-occupied Poland, and died the same year.
The painting was subsequently in the possession of
an art dealer, who held on to the masterpiece until his
death in the 1960s. France then bought it at auction in

1980 ahead of the planned opening of the new Musée
d'Orsay.
The French government will now pass a bill to
allow the painting to be released from the national
collection at which point it will be returned to the
descendants of Nora Stiasny's sister, Hermine Mueller-Hofmann, who managed to escape the Holocaust.
The exact value of the painting is unknown, but in

2017 a floral Gustav Klimt painting was sold for
nearly £48 million at Sotheby's in London.
Thousands of artworks looted by the Nazis across
Europe found their way into French museums after
the allies defeated Germany in 1945. Though many
have been returned, French authorities have stepped
up efforts in recent years to find homes for the scores
that remain unclaimed. ■

ORDER YOUR FIREWOOD TODAY

05 55 08 67 16 - 05 55 63 72 45
Limousin Wood Pellets

Seasoned wood, stored under cover - logs of 25/33/50 cm
Available to collect on site:
Compressed logs - Pellets - Chestnut fence posts
ZA du Petit Bonnefond
87250 ST JUST LE MARTEL
FR 01380564526 RCS Limoges 2004 8 365
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Domestic sewage treatment specialists.
Planning permission arranged. Inspections.
Design. Supply. Full/Part installations.
10-year decennial insurance cover.

• Micro stations • Traditional Fosse septique systems • Compact filter systems • Filter bed systems
• Drainage problems • Design / supply / installation service • DIY and Trade kits now available.
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French astronaut to command ISS

Credit: NASA/Roscosmos / Wikipedia (2018)

F

rench astronaut Thomas
Pesquet will be returning
to the International Space
Station (ISS) in April, but
this time will also act as its commander. The 43-year-old former
Air France pilot became the 10th
French person to visit space – and
the youngest – during his first sixmonth mission in 2016. This mission, codenamed Alpha, is set for
lift-off on 22nd April and Pesquet
will take command of the ISS for
the final month.
“I’m lucky to be chosen as the
first Frenchman in charge of a space
vehicle,” Pesquet said following the
announcement. “While it’s good for
me, it's also recognition for everyone.” He will be the fourth European Space Agency (ESA) astronaut to command the ISS, and the
first French person, following in the
footsteps of Frank De Winne, Alexander Gerst and Luca Parmitano.
“The commander of the space
station is responsible for daily
management, organising the team’s
work and takes decisions in emergency situations – even though the
whole team has been highly trained
and knows what to do,” the ESA

said in a statement announcing the
mission.
Alongside Nasa astronauts Shane
Kimbrough and Megan McArthur,
and Japanese astronaut Akihiko
Hoshide, the team will undertake
more than a hundred scientific experiments aboard the ISS, as well as
four “extra-vehicular” spacewalks,
the most important of which will see
the installation of new solar panels.

The ESA also announced plans
for its first recruitment drive in
eleven years - six places for trainee
astronauts and twenty reserves and is looking to increase diversity
by appealing for more women and
those with disabilities to apply. To
date, the ESA has sent two women
into space, Frenchwoman Claudie
Haigneré and Italian Samantha
Cristoforetti. ■

Choir singers wanted
in the Charente and
the Haute-Vienne
A new choir/singing group is to be established
in the autumn for singing sacred music, either
at the occasional Sunday mass or the occasional
concert; a concert of Christmas carols is the most
likely first event.
The repertoire, apart from carols (and perhaps
madrigals and folk songs), will be mainly Gregorian, Renaissance, Baroque and Classical. Music
will be distributed by email for personal preparation.
Based between Angoulême Cathedral and Limoges Cathedral, we hope also to grace other
beautiful abbeys and churches. This will be a
semi-professional choir and music reading will
be a necessity. There will be no weekly rehearsals; only two or even one rehearsal before each
public performance (hence the sight-reading necessity). There will be no subscriptions; the director takes no fees and normally there will be
no expenses other than your own personal travel.
This is purely for enjoyment and service, personal and public.
Founding Director is Philip Baxter, a former
vicar choral at Salisbury Cathedral, a college senior organist at Oxford University, and sometime
organiste-titulaire at St Gilles Abbatiale and Anglican organist and chef de choeur at Uzes Cathedral
in the Gard. Anyone interested is most welcome to
contact him at: philip.baxter@live.com ■
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LES REMPARTS
Bénévent-l'Abbaye

1, rue de la chicanelle (former EHPAD)

MOTHER WYLIE, LES REMPARTS AND FANNYS
For a year now we have brought joy and smiles to our dear friends and customers,
Mother Wylie, a very big noise in the Royal Welsh Show and the WI, cake and patisserie judge,
Dan from Les Remparts, trained in pastry and patisserie by a 'meilleur ouvrier de France' and
World Champion in desserts, and of course dear Fanny herself, who is simply in a jam!
Incidentally, Dan's first ever job was making authentic Cornish pasties in St Austell 37 years ago!!!!

NEW MONTHLY SHOPPING DAY
EVERYTHING FRESH AND FREEZABLE
QUALITY AND PRICE UNBEATABLE

XL PASTIES (+/- 600g) - €5
Traditional Cornish pasties
Cheese and onion
Lamb and mint

Handmade pies (+/- 400g)
and standard pasties - 4 pack €15
Chicken and mushroom
Steak and Guinness
Chicken tikka
Turkey and ham
and standard size Cornish pasties
Danjit's very own Madras cooking sauce
Made here on the premises with fresh
tomatoes. Simply add chicken
€3 a jar.
Mild or English HOT HOT
Onion bhaji savoury jam
A real delight with anything savoury
€3.50 for a large jar

Handmade individual pork pies
4 pack for €8 euros, just €2 each!
Lamb, or turkey & bacon - same price

April Special
Hot cross buns 4 for €3
Rich fruit & butter scones 4 for €3
Piccalilli (340g jar) - €5
Fanny's Jams will be available to
sample too, including her bestselling
raspberry, chocolate and kir royale
Mother Wylies
outstanding cakes and tarts:
Bakewell tarts, treacle tarts or
walnut tarts - any 2 for €3
Lemon drizzle loaf - €5.50
Bread pudding tray bake - €5
Sandwich cakes (6") - all €6:
Raspberry and butter cream
Coffee & walnut
Chocolate

EVERYTHING BAKED TO ORDER
Place your order by mail to
rempartsbenevent@gmail.com
by text or telephone to 06 73 37 45 01
Orders close 48 hours before delivery
day. Payment by cash or cheque
PICK-UP POINTS
2nd Thursday of the month:
Le Pub Vendredi, 58 rue d'Orjon,
36200 Argenton-sur-Creuse
3rd Friday of the month:
Les Remparts, 1 rue de la Chicanelle,
23210 Bénévent-l'Abbaye

VERY, VERY SPECIAL TREAT FOR PICK-UPS
FROM LES REMPARTS (3rd Friday)
Fish & chips or pie and chips lunchtime takeaway
ONLY €7 with your order,
freshly cooked by one of our own michelin chef
trained cooks. You can enjoy the views from our
carpark or gardens, sit by the little lake in the
picnic area, or any other idyllic setting you have
found. Bénévent also has a knitting shop, ladies,
with everything you need and more!
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Volunteers seal themselves in cave French MPs finally

vote to introduce
age of consent

© cristianclot (Twitter)

I

A

group of 15 people have volunteered to be sealed in an underground cave for 40 days. The Lombrives cave in Ariège has no natural light and the volunteers will have no access to phones, watches
or any way to keep track of time from the outside world. The experiment, entitled “Deep Time”,
will investigate the effect that losing track of time has on the human body.
According to Christian Clot, the Franco-Swiss group leader, the aim of the experiment is to study the capacity of human beings to adapt to the loss of spatio-temporal reference points, a situation that has a degree of
relevance for many following a year of lockdowns. “For years I had thought about an immersive cave mission,
with no access to time and light. In an extreme context, with a new way of life, we obviously did not know how
to respond to the impacts of these changes as a society,” said this explorer, referring to life under lockdown.
As well as having no way to mark the passage of time, the seven men and seven women joining Christian
Clot in the cave will have to get used to the cool 12 degree temperature and 95% humidity of the Lombrives
cave. They will also have to generate their own electricity by means of a pedal boat system, and draw the water
they need from a depth of 45 metres.
The 14 volunteers - including a jeweller, anaesthetist, security guard and a rope access technician - are taking part in the project on a voluntary basis, without any payment. “I wanted to get a taste of this timeless life,
impossible outside with our computers and mobile phones constantly reminding us of our appointments and
obligations,” explained Arnaud Burel, a 29-year-old biologist. The group entered the cave on March 15, and
will remain entombed for 40 days, until they exit on April 22.
“Clad in sensors, with the most up-to-date research tools at their disposal, participants will undertake a
comprehensive and rigorous study protocol to assess how their brains and bodies manage and generate a new
time synchronization, space and society,” the expedition's organisers said. During their confinement deep
underground, the group will carry out a series of specific studies. It is hoped that the data created will be useful for planning future space exploration missions, when it would be essential to understand the physical and
psychological effects of long-term isolation.
“This experiment is a world first,” said neuroscientist Professor Etienne Koechlin. “Until now, all missions
of this type focused on the study of the physiological rhythms of the body, but never on the impact of this type
of temporal rupture on the cognitive and emotional functions of the human being.” ■
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t may sound unbelievable, but France does not currently have, nor
has it ever had, an age of sexual consent. This is now likely to
change in the near future, however, after MPs voted to back a new
law that would set the age of consent at 15 and prohibit sex with
relatives aged under 18. The bill was passed unanimously by politicians
in the National Assembly in March and the government plans to bring
the changes into law in the Spring once they have passed a vote in the
Senate.
Under current law, consent can be accepted as legally meaningful for
sexual relations at any age, including in cases of children having sex
with adults, or between blood relations. “No adult will be able to take
advantage of the consent of a minor,” Justice Minister Eric DupondMoretti said following the vote. “We do not touch children.”
A previous effort three years ago to set the country's first age of consent in the wake of the global #MeToo movement failed amid legal complications.
While it is currently illegal for an adult to have sex with a child under
the age of 15, the law accepts the possibility that someone under 15 is
capable of consenting. This has led to numerous cases of adults being
prosecuted for sexual assault against a minor rather than rape, and therefore facing far lighter prison sentences. Furthermore, a rape charge is
only possible if there is proof of “force, threat, violence or surprise”. In
the absence of one of these factors, the crime is tried as the lesser offence
of sexual assault, and this applies irrespective of the age of the victim.
Under the new law, an adult believed to have had sex with a child
under the age of 15 will be charged with rape, regardless of other factors, and will face a prison term of up to 20 years. The law does have a
so-called “Romeo and Juliet” clause, however, which has angered some
campaigners. This clause means it is still possible for teenagers under
the age of 15 to consent to sex with people less than 5 years older than
themselves.
The law also toughens the rules on incest following a recent high-profile case involving prominent academic Olivier Duhamel, who was accused by his stepdaughter Camille Kouchner of abusing her twin brother
as a child. The case saw tens of thousands of similar allegations surface
online under the hashtag #MeTooInceste.
The term incest in France is used to mean sexual abuse by relatives,
including those not related by blood. The proposed law would make it
illegal for an adult to have sex with a relative aged under 18, regardless
of consent. It is currently legal in France for adults to have sex with other
adults who are close relatives, and the new law does not change this. ■
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Mobile Ladies and Gents Hairdresser

Covering the whole of La Creuse
2021
Cut and blow dry - €28
PR
Colour cut and blow dry - €50 ICES
High lights/low lights, cut and blow dry - €60
Gents cut - €12

Call Teddy:
T: 06 15 78 18 04

E: edwardberridge@outlook.com
Like me on Facebook for updates
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Bayeux Tapestry to remain in France

D

iplomatic tensions have been
high on both sides of the
Channel in recent months following Britain's exit from the
EU and ongoing issues relating to the
global healthcare pandemic. The situation has not been improved by the news
that France has cancelled plans to lend
the Bayeux Tapestry to the UK. In 2018,
with Brexit talks in full swing, President
Macron and then-British Prime Minister
Theresa May made an agreement for the
tapestry to be loaned to Britain in a goodwill gesture. At the time, Macron said it
would be a way to “commemorate our
shared cultural history”, and improve relations following Brexit.
The agreement struck between the two
leaders was hugely significant at the time.
There had been two previous requests
from the UK to borrow the tapestry; once
for the coronation of Elizabeth II in 1952,
and then in 1966, for the 900th anniversary of the 1066 Battle of Hastings. Both
were refused. “This would be a major
loan, probably the most significant ever
from France to the UK,” explained the
director of the British Museum, Hartwig
Fischer in 2018. “It is a gesture of extraordinary generosity and proof of the
deep ties that link our countries. The Bayeux Tapestry is of huge importance, as it
recounts a crucial moment in British and
French history, 1066.”
The loan will not now take place, however, with many commentators accusing
the French side of playing politics. According to the deputy mayor of Bayeux,
Loïc Jamin, the delicate tapestry is in a
worse condition than first thought and requires further restoration work before it
can be moved. “The press can say what
they like but there are no tensions at all
between the two countries on this,” the
local official explained. “We are very
aware of the importance of the common
history between Bayeux and the UK with
two important events, the Norman Conquest and the liberation of the town by
British soldiers during World War Two.”
The announcement follows a review
in January that identified nearly 24,200

stains and 10,000 holes, with experts
concluding the tapestry looks more intact
than it actually is and curators are now
preparing the tapestry’s first restoration
since 1870. The work will not clean the
stains or repair all the holes, but is aimed
at consolidating the work of art in its current state. There is a doubt that even a restored tapestry will be considered strong
enough to cross the Channel.
“The tapestry is an old lady who is
nearly 1,000 years old, a very, very fine
linen canvas embroidered with wool
which now shows multiple signs of damage,” Antoine Verney, chief curator of
the museum explained. “It cannot travel
until it is restored, but one question remains unanswered: can it travel once it is
restored...”
For the British, the Bayeux Tapestry
holds a powerful allure, since the Norman
Conquest represented not just a tragedy
and a defeat, but also a pivotal moment in
history that essentially transformed AngloSaxon society into the Britain of today. A
descendant of William the Conqueror sits
on the British throne to this very day.

The tapestry is thought to have been
made shortly after the Battle of Hastings
in the 11th century, possibly at Canterbury, but the first written record of its
existence comes in 1476 when it was recorded in the Bayeux Cathedral treasury
as “a very long and narrow hanging on
which are embroidered figures and inscriptions comprising a representation of
the conquest of England”.
The embroidery - the “tapestry” is in
fact a work of embroidery made from
wool stitched on to linen - is split into 32
scenes that chronicle the Norman invasion
of Britain led by William the Conqueror.
The centre piece is the Battle of Hastings,
which shows a field littered with corpses,
and the famous image of King Harold being killed by an arrow through the eye.
This is likely to be French propaganda,
however, as contemporary accounts suggest that Harold died from a lance through
his chest before being hacked to death.
The more famous version of his demise is
believed to have originated from the Bayeux Tapestry itself. History is, after all,
often written by the victors!
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Not only is the tapestry extraordinary,
so is its mere survival. The delicate wool
and linen have resisted the dangers of
time - and moths! - but also French revolutionaries and the invading Nazis, who
coveted the tapestry as Aryan propaganda, depicting as it did the conquest of
Britain by the descendants of Norsemen
and Vikings.
During the French Revolution, the panels were due to be confiscated and used
to cover military wagons, but they were
rescued by a local lawyer. Before the Allied invasion of France in World War II,
the Germans moved the tapestry to occupied Paris to safeguard it in the Louvre
museum along with their other loot. The
SS chief, Heinrich Himmler, planned to
use it to decorate his medieval castle in
Germany.
Just hours before the Allies swept into
Paris, however, British code-breakers intercepted a signal from Himmler ordering
his troops to snatch the tapestry; the latter
were repelled by French Resistance fighters who took up positions at the Louvre to
protect it. ■

FRANKLINS REMOVALS

We have ECMT permits to allow us to operate
to and from France in the event of a no-deal Brexit.
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T

he European Commission has unveiled
plans to introduce a
Digital Green Certificate that would “facilitate the
safe free movement of citizens
within the EU during the COVID-19 pandemic”. The digital
certificates would be issued
to anyone who can prove one
of the following three criteria: they have been vaccinated
against COVID-19; they have
recovered from COVID-19; or
they have had a recent negative
test for COVID-19. The digital
certificates could then be used
across the EU when travelling
between countries; the UK will
not be part of the scheme.
In the case of those who
have recovered from COVID-19, a certificate could be
issued eleven days after a positive test, but with so much still
unknown about the long-term
immunity acquired from infection, they will only be valid for
180 days.
The certificates, which can
be stored as a pdf on a smartphone or in a printed format,
will be available for free. They

will be issued by hospitals,
test centres and health authorities of member states and will
contain a limited amount of
data held inside a QR code.
This code can then be scanned
by other countries across the
bloc and acts as digital proof
of vaccination, immunity or
negative test status, eliminating any confusion arising from
local language issues.
The data stored in the digital
certificate includes a traveller's name, date of birth, date
of issue and a unique identifier
of the issuing authority. EU
countries will be able to consult a central database, via a
gateway, that will allow them
to check the unique identifier
of the certificate to verify its
authenticity, but personal details will not be shared. “The
personal data encoded in
the certificate does not pass
through the gateway, as this
is not necessary to verify the
digital signature,” the European Commission stated. “The
Commission will also help
Member States to develop
software that authorities can

credit: socialistsanddemocrats.eu

EU to introduce COVID travel certificates

use to check the QR codes.”
The Digital Green Certificate will not be compulsory
for travellers, who can choose
to travel with any other documentation proving their health
status with relation to COVID-19. In practice, the certificates will provide a standardised model for travel across the
EU and, as well as eliminating
language issues, will help trav-

ellers to avoid any problems
caused by changing rules and
regulations while they are visiting another country.
Although Britain will not be
part of the scheme, according
to the European Commission's
website, the certificates will be
available to British expats in
France. “When travelling, every EU citizen or third-country
national legally staying or re-

siding in the EU, who holds
a Digital Green Certificate,
should be exempted from free
movement restrictions in the
same way as citizens from the
visited Member State.”
The European Commission
website suggests that if the
system is approved by member
states, then the infrastructure
should be in place by the summer. ■

France to open mega-vaccination centres
>> continued from pg 1
failed experiment using them during the
2009 Swine Flu epidemic, authorities
have had a change of heart and have
announced the opening of 35 massvaccination centres.
“We are working with local officials
to put the centres in place. The challenge
is that we are expecting a rise in the
delivery of doses, and we can now move
to the second phase of vaccination,
which is much bigger,” explained Junior
Economy Minister Agnès PannierRunacher. “We have finished with the
vaccination phase in elderly care homes,
which was a bit more complex. This
phase is behind us, and we can now
expand vaccination further.”
“The health service and the army will
work to develop a certain number of
giant vaccination centres - we might call
them ‘vaccinodromes’ or ‘megacentres’,
whatever name you want to use,”

confirmed Health Minister Olivier
Véran, re-stating his goal of having “10
million people vaccinated with at least
one dose by mid-April”.
The supersites aim to deliver up to
2,000 doses per day and will operate
alongside the current vaccination centres
which have a maximum capacity of 500
per week. The initial 35 announced
include the Stade de France in Paris as
well as a number of army hospitals, but
the health minister said that the goal was
to have “one or two per department”,
meaning there may eventually be as
many as 200 across the country.
The vaccination centres will have
the ability to store large quantities of
the doses that are due to be delivered
shortly, a significant proportion of
which will be the Pfizer vaccine. “Even
just for this Pfizer vaccine, we will see
deliveries more than double between
the end of March and April, equating to
almost two million weekly injections,”

Thé Bonbons Cadeaux

Tearoom / Gifts / Jewellery
Clothes / Accessories
English Cards / Sweets
Tuesday to Saturday
10h00 - 16h00

06 72 38 82 20

7 ave Jules Courivaud
87190 MAGNAC-LAVAL

the government said in a statement. “The
objective is to inject a million doses
through these megacentres in April.”
The use of the national football
stadium will be particularly welcomed
in the capital which has seen soaring
rates of infections through March.
Towards the end of the month, only 6%
of the population of Paris had received a
jab, compared with over 9% nationally
and the rate of infection was almost
three times the 250 per 100,000 “alert”
threshold.
“I am not a fan of war metaphors,
but it’s clear that we should put all the
weapons we have on the battlefield,”
said Mathieu Hanotin, mayor of SaintDenis, which is set to employ 60 people
to staff the centre, along with a further
100 from elsewhere in the department.
“The Stade de France is an iconic site
for everyone in France. It sends a very
beautiful message to use this location
- which is known both for its joys and

sporting victories, as well as its pain
with the terrorist attacks - to give the
public back some hope.”
The mayor said that the idea is for the
stadium centre to “function at least six
days a week, and seven days if we have
enough doses. If we have the doses,
we will also extend the opening hours,
including into the evenings”.
That message was echoed by President
Macron, who insisted that vaccinations
should take place “morning, noon, and
night”. “We are fighting to get doses,”
the president said, referring to the
ongoing battle to force AstraZeneca to
deliver on promises made to the EU.
“The next few days will be a fight to try,
as much as possible, to get the vaccines,
and to put extremely strong pressure on
AstraZeneca to honour these contracts.
We will change the game from April.
There are no weekends or holidays for
vaccinations.” ■
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Bleu de Limoges gin Limoges restaurant

G

in has seen a resurgence
in popularity over the last
decade, particularly in the
UK, where annual sales
have topped £2 billion in recent years.
While the distilled drink is less popular in France, the gin market is a growing one and the Limousin recently
welcomed the latest brand – Bleu de
Limoges.
The drink is the work of Laurent
Mandon and his company French
Booze Project, based in the capital of
the former Limousin region. “There are
16 ingredients in Bleu de Limoges that
represent the trips I have made over the
past seven years,” explained the young
entrepreneur. “I have always had the
idea of sharing these journeys through
the creation of a drink because of its
conviviality. This blue of the drink is
reminiscent of Limoges and porcelain,
it’s aesthetic. And I wanted to combine

the two.”
Production only began last September, but the colourful gin is already
available at around twenty specialist
retailers across the department and
Laurent has plans to open other outlets in the north of the capital. “It was
tough at first with confinements and
the bars being closed, but so far we
have sold 600 bottles, which is a pretty
good start.”
The blue gin also holds a second colourful secret, turning pink when mixed
with tonic. “At the end of the distillation, I add some Indonesian tea which
has the unique property of being blue,
but taking on pink and purple tones
with acidity. Since gin is most commonly drunk with tonic, this produces
that effect in the glass. ■
For more information, see
frenchboozeproject.com

Purple Solutions
Garden Maintenance
Call us on 06 72 87 87 14 or contact us via
Facebook or email - Leave details and job description.

way.”
“You do have to work hard to manage the huge rush between twelve and
two,” said the boss of the restaurant
L’Essentiel, a neighbouring occupant.
“We wanted one of these chalets as it's
close to our restaurant. We are seeing
lots of our usual customers. I've even
brought three employees back to work
after being closed for four-and-a-half
months.”
The original village was due to operate until the end of March, but following the success of the experiment,
not only has a second location opened,
both will continue to offer takeaway
lunchtime meals until restaurants are
once again able to open in the Porcelain City. ■
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F

ollowing the success of the
“restaurant village” set up at
Place de la Motte in Limoges
at the end of February, a second village has been opened at Place
Jourdain. At both locations, the city
has installed a number of wooden chalets - usually used for Christmas markets - and made them available to local
restaurants for takeaway meals while
the city's eateries have been forced to
close.
“It's nothing like our usual clientele,”
explained Gilbert Laborde, owner of
the Bouchon Limousin restaurant who
has taken one of the eight chalets on
the Place Jourdain. “It's more of an office crowd, but I am getting more and
more locals travelling in for a takea-
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Privatised speed camera vehicles

F

or several years now, unmarked police cars equipped
with speed camera equipment have been patrolling the
roads of France, dishing out fines to
those who only slow down for fixed
radars or when oncoming motorists
warn them of an upcoming patrol.
The practice of mobile speed cameras
looks set to become more entrenched
on the roads of the Haute-Vienne following the news that a fleet of cars run
by a private contractor could soon be
permanently criss-crossing the department looking for speeding motorists.
After several reports of these unmarked cars operating locally, a
spokesperson for the Haute-Vienne
prefecture has tried to clarify the
situation and insist that no fines are
currently being handed out. “These
vehicles are not operational,” they insisted. “In the Haute-Vienne, the State
has taken steps to see whether, theoretically, a solution can be found... we
are not currently testing on motorists.”
It is believed that there are currently
four vehicles on the roads of the department, owned and paid for by the
State, but operated under licence by
the private company GSR, a subsidiary of the GEOS security company.

GSR is believed to have paid €16.5
million for the licence to operate in the
Nouvelle-Aquitaine region.
While the prefecture is insisting that
the current activity is simply a feasibility study, it looks certain that by as
soon as the end of this year, private
companies will be collecting speeding
fines for the State across the region
from these unidentifiable, unmarked
vehicles, 24 hours a day, seven days a
week.

The State is insisting that these mobile radars are being deployed on predefined stretches of road with high
accident rates in order to reduce the
number of road accidents and deaths.
In reality, once the private operators
have a licence, nothing can stop them
targeting wide, straight, fast and relatively safe sections of the road network where they are more likely to
silently flash speeding drivers... and
make a tidy profit! ■
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The village half
locked down
One town in northern France recently found itself in a confusing
situation that saw half of its residents
under a weekend lockdown, but the
other half free to go about their daily
business. Thièvres has one mairie and
one church, but more importantly, two
postcodes and a departmental border
that runs down the main road. The result is that 120 of its inhabitants live
in the Pas-de-Calais department and
63 in the Somme.
When Pas-de-Calais was placed
under a weekend lockdown on 4th
March to combat the spread of COVID-19, it became illegal to cross the
Grand'Rue running through the heart
of the town. “We take care to walk
on the right pavement and the right
side of the road,” residents Amémie
and Lucie told La Voix du Nord. Residents on the southern side of town
also faced long detours to get to the
nearest supermarket without travelling through their northern neighbour.
“Fortunately”, the bizarre situation
was finally resolved when both departments were among the 16 placed
under a strict four-week lockdown on
19th March. ■
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Woman guilty of failing in "marital duty"

A

woman has taken her appeal to the European
Court of Human Rights (ECHR) after French
courts found that she had broken her “marital
duty” by refusing to have sex with her husband.
When she initially divorced from her spouse, the 66-yearold woman was found solely responsible for the breakdown of the marriage, a decision that was later upheld in
an appeal court.
The appeal court found that her refusal constituted “a
serious and renewed violation of the duties and obligations
of marriage, making the maintenance of a shared life intolerable”. This ruling then became definitive after it was
upheld in France’s highest appeal court, the Cour de cassation, in September last year.
“The ruling appears to me to be completely archaic
and medieval,” Lilia Mhissen, one of the woman's lawyers, said in an interview with France Info. “I think it’s
completely scandalous that we can turn the institution of
marriage into one of sexual servitude for women.” Having

lost all her appeals in France, the divorcee has filed an
ultimate appeal before the ECHR which banned the notion
of marital duty in 1995, calling the ruling “a sentence from
another era”.
The woman is being backed in her appeal by the Fondation des femmes and Collectif féministe contre le viol associations, who slammed the ruling for “denying women
the right to consent or not to sexual relations” in marriage,
adding: “47% of the 94,000 rapes and attempted rapes per
year in France are perpetrated by the spouse or ex-spouse
of the victim. Marriage should not mean sexual servitude.”
The notion of “marital duty” - the requirement to have
sexual relations within a marriage - no longer exists in
French criminal law or in France's modern civil code
which dates from 1804, but two articles within the code do
lay down the fact spouses must “pledge mutual help, respect, fidelity and a communal life” to each other. Judges
are free to interpret this as they see fit and according to
lawyers, a “communal life” is often defined as sharing a

roof, table and bed. “Since 1804 judges have consistently
offered this interpretation, in reality it’s a reminder of the
religious origins of civil marriage,” explained law specialist Julie Mattiussi.
Furthermore, non-consenting sexual relations within
marriage were finally criminalised in 2006, introducing
the concept of marital rape and establishing the legally
paradoxical situation where it is illegal to refuse to have
sex with your partner, but it is also illegal to force them.
The reality, according to campaigners, is that courts in
France still consider “marital duty” as an aspect of marriage: as recently as 2011 a man was forced to pay his wife
€10,000 as part of a divorce settlement for “insufficient”
sexual relations.
Julie Mattiussi believes that only a change in the civil
code will rectify the current situation: “It is important that
people realise that marital duty does exist in France and
that it deserves to be criticised and removed so we turn the
page.” ■

credit: PrefPolice (Twitter)

Pressure mounts to resolve Paris police in
driving licence swap block sweet drug bust

T

here is growing pressure on the UK government to reach an agreement with France to allow British expats
to exchange their driving licence for a French one. A petition launched by disgruntled motorists has already
reached 12,000 signatures, meaning it requires a response from the British government. If the petition
reaches 100,000 signatures, it would be considered for debate in parliament.
The petition is entitled “Seek to conclude UK/France reciprocal agreement on exchange of driving licences” and
the text reads: “Currently no one holding a UK licence can exchange it for a French licence due to the failure to have
the reciprocal agreement in place before 01/01/2021. This is causing genuine hardship to many.”
With the UK failing to put a reciprocal agreement in place before 1st January this year, it is currently not possible
for a British driving licence to be exchanged for a French one. Furthermore, for much of last year, authorities had
been refusing requests from British drivers after a huge surge of applications swamped the system and while Britain's
future relationship with the EU was still being negotiated.
This has left a large number of expats with British driving licences that have either expired, or will expire shortly,
and who are therefore unable to drive legally in France. The UK Government's website currently states: “UK driving
licences will continue to be recognised in France until 31 December 2021. The rules for exchanging your licence
have not been confirmed. We will update this page when more information is available.”
The only current options for those with expired licences is to sit a French driving test (in French) and then apply
for a French driving licence, or to simply not drive.
A British Embassy spokesman recently said: “We are in regular dialogue with the French authorities and when they
have concluded their internal discussions (it’s their decision to take) we’ll share as soon as we can because we know
there are many UK nationals desperate to get some clarity.” ■

P

olice in Paris were tickled pink in March following a
particularly fruitful drugs raid that saw the seizure of
MDMA and ecstasy with a street value of €1 million.
The Paris police headquarters quickly took to Twitter to
announce it had “suppressed a packaging workshop for narcotics
in Saint-Ouen”. Their tweet was accompanied by two pictures
showing pink powder in a bowl and a large number of small pills
in sachets.
Authorities were left with Haribo fried egg on their faces,
however, when subsequent toxicology reports revealed that the
powder was in fact “a neutral powder, not falling under either
narcotic products or poisonous substance”. More specifically, it
was ground up strawberry Tagada sweets. Tagada, which come in
the shape of an inflated pink strawberry and are covered in fine
sugar, were invented in 1969 by the Haribo Company and are one
of the most popular sweets in France.
It was not all bad news for the police, however, as a suspect
does still face prosecution. During the raid, officers also found
stolen mobile phones, as well as a machine used to manufacture
ecstasy tablets. It is not clear why the original haul was reported
to be illegal drugs, nor why such large amounts of a seemingly
innocuous sweet had been ground into powder. ■
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The trouble with truffles

I

by Julia Watson

have a confession to make which I probably
shouldn’t. I don’t get the point of truffles. It
seems to me their texture and flavour is not
unlike eating pencil shavings imbued with
the scent of unwashed socks.
I’ve been lucky enough to have been generously
fed the Dordogne’s Tuber melanosporum known
as the ‘black diamond’ more than once, shaved
generously over an omelette of eggs warm from
the chicken coop. But with the exception of
the renowned Crème brûlée aux truffes of the
Michelin-starred Vieux Logis in Trémolat, the
truffle experience doesn’t seem to have rubbed off.
Until I was put in front of a dish of Italian white
truffle pasta.
North Italian Tuber magnatum pico from Alba
are the world’s rarest and the most expensive of
the more than 100 varieties of the tuber. They sell
for between €1,800 and €4,000 for 500g. But with
global demand outstripping a supply now reduced
to only a few tens of tonnes, they can go at auction
for as much as €60,000 per kilo.
In 2017, a set of white Alba truffles weighing
just shy of 1kg sold for more than €85,000. That’s
only €4,000 less than the basic price of a 2018
Mercedes Benz S-Class sedan.
The sad reason for the rocketing prices is that
truffles are dying out.
Gnarled fungi believed by Plutarch to result
from a combination of lightning, warmth and
water in the soil, they are as old in origin as they
look. Acknowledgement of their existence goes
back as far as 20BC, when they were mentioned
in neo-Sumerian inscriptions critiquing the eating
habits of their enemy, the Amorites.
In the Dordogne only a century ago, hundreds
of tonnes of black truffles were collected each
season. These days, the region only manages
fewer than ten tonnes, which explains their
exorbitant price, despite being a lesser variety
than white Italian truffles.
Part of the reason for their savage reduction in
number is the changing climate. French growers
depend on storms and humidity during August to
develop the truffles. But the month has become
a series of long dry weeks. As a result, a kilo of
fusty-smelling subterranean lumps will fetch, at
the cheaper end, around €4,000.

When the mature truffles come up for sale at
the Dordogne’s January markets, good tubers
weighing roughly 100g apiece can cost as much
as €10,000 a kilo.
This is why your Petit soufflé aux truffes noires,
or whatever other exotic tuber-scented dish is on
offer at your local Michelin-starred restaurant, is
so very expensive.
Truffle production in Italy has also been in
radical decline, forced by an alteration in land use
and the resulting loss of wild habitat and the oak,
hornbeam, poplar and willow trees growing on it
among whose roots the tubers nestle, waiting for
trained dogs and pigs to snout them out.
But in February came news which should
delight truffle enthusiasts or aspirants.
France's National Research Institute for
Agriculture, Food and Environment (INRAE) has
spent the past nine years with a truffle grower,
Robin Pépinières, trying to cultivate white truffles
in orchards across France in regions with differing
climates. At last it reported successful results.
The scheme goes back to the 1970s, when
French truffle growers developed techniques that
delivered nutrients to encourage fungi to produce
vegetative filaments which become truffles. These
techniques now account for 90% of French black
truffle cultivation.
Applying these to Italian white truffle
cultivation, they have just managed for the very
first time to harvest white truffles in the RhôneAlpes, Bourgogne-Franche-Comté, and NouvelleAquitaine.
Black diamonds better watch out. And the
rest of us may soon be able to eat white truffles
affordably.
Until then, buy a less expensive black truffle
from the Dordogne, or a jar of their shavings.
Even a small amount of them will go a long way,
across several celebratory, transforming, meals.
Shave them over an Easter omelette of the best
eggs you can buy. Or make this luxurious pasta
dish...
Julia Watson has been a long-time Food Writer
for newspapers and magazines in the US and the
UK. She writes 'Tabled', a weekly food blog at
juliawatson.substack.com

Ingredients
150g butter
100ml stock
400g/ fresh tagliatelle
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
30g truffle, shaved
In a pan over low heat, melt the butter in the stock then whisk to
amalgamate into a sauce. Set aside.
Bring a pan of salted water to a boil, add the tagliatelle and cook for
3-4 minutes till al dente - more chewy than you think right. Drain and
toss with the butter and stock and season to taste.
Divide into warmed bowls and shave the truffle over each.

ADVERTS FROM
€12.50 HT / MONTH
SALES@THEBUGLE.EU

06 04 17 80 93
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BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
Champlong
Chatterie

Activities
& Leisure

Caring, quiet accommodation
just for cats
JUNCT 22 off A20, Arnac la Poste

Guitar Lessons
ONLINE

(FaceTime/Zoom/Skype)
Electric - Acoustic - Bass
All styles
Prices from €18
annajburton@hotmail.com
+33 (0)6 70 01 63 82
+44 (0)7738 224 020

Alison & Ray

Tel: 05 55 60 27 83

champlongchatterie@me.com
www.champlongchatterie.com
SIRET: 520 896 671 00010

Dog Guest Home
(NOT KENNELS)

Your dog(s) looked after indoors at our
country home with a safe enclosed garden area.
Walked twice a day in our woods
and surrounding fields.
Must be able to socialise with other dogs.
Free introductory trial: morning or afternoon.
Nr. Châteauneuf-La-Foret, Linards.
30 mins from Limoges airport.

Animals
& Pets

20€ / night

Etoilia
Animalerie
Mobile Pet shop
www.etoilia.fr
English and French website

Free delivery in Creuse
for orders over 50€

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

10 € / half day
Call Jane:

05 55 00 34 79/06 18 58 93 88
or Emily: 06 71 15 15 65
waggingtails87@hotmail.com
Siret: 792 142 341 00017

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93
Building
Services
Architects/Surveyors
CHARTERED
STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER

Pre-purchase & Structural Surveys.
Verbal & written reports.
Structural calculations & drawings.
Redevelopment ideas & solutions.
Tim Haw B.Eng C.Eng M.I.Struct.E

>> pg 14
>> pg 14
>> pg 14
>> pg 14-17
>> pg 17
>> pg 17
>> pg 17-18
>> pg 18
>> pg 18

Renovating your
French property?
New build?

Dossiers prepared
Permis de Construire
Déclarations Préalables

Tel: 05 53 52 36 05

lavieilleabbaye@orange.fr
SIRET: 493 770 358 00015

At Masterplans.eu we can help guide you
through your planning application in France.
From initial feasibility to completed dossiers.
We will compile all the relevant drawings and
complete the necessary paperwork to ensure
your application proceeds smoothly.
We are equally at home working with clients
here in France or those living abroad.

Tel: 05 55 80 72 83
Mob: 06 33 07 29 72

FR: 0033 (0)6 52 06 22 79
UK: 0044 (0)7448 466 662

Email: info@masterplans.eu
www.masterplans.eu

Web: www.versineer.com
Email: enquiries@versineer.com
Siret: 498 843 051 00018

Siret: 790 016 984 00011

Can your
business fill
this space?

Auto & Bike
Services
RING BILL!
05.55.81.31.85

See Display Ad Below

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

sales24@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93

DAVID CARDWELL
PROFESSIONAL

BUILDER

■ ... much more
Dept. 23 & surrounding areas

Tel: 05 55 98 24 12 - Mob: 07 82 78 01 31
Email: dave.cardwell@yahoo.co.uk

(contrôle technique)

06 04 17 80 93
Building
Services
Carpenters/Joiners

Entreprise
Maeva
Qualified French
Artisan / Carpenter

Specialist in woodwork, painting,
window / door fitting as well as
all maintenance, renovation & upkeep
of your house and garden.
50km radius of Bénénvent-l'Abbaye (23210).
English spoken.
Call Aymerick (Rick):

07 69 34 75 02

Email: entreprisemaeva@gmail.com
Siret: 831 957 691 00023

A. Wright

Carpenter & Joiner
06 35 12 10 66
see main ad - pg 11

Neuvialle Menuiserie

Mike Christie
05 55 64 35 11 / 07 61 76 97 41
see main ad below

NEUVIALLE MENUISERIE
JOINERY

no job too small - very competitive rates
30 Years’ Experience Joiner
Kitchens, Bedrooms & Bathrooms
Flooring & General 2nd Fix
Finishing, Joinery & Decking
Emergency Lock Services
Mike Christie
05 55 64 35 11 (Home)
07 61 76 97 41 (Mobile)
mgchristie2013@gmail.com

Siret: 802 265 728

■ Services
■ Brakes
■ MOT Prep

Home renovations / Ground works
Block works / Verandas, Abris & Terraces
Barn doors & Shutters
Also available: digger & driver
Planning permission assistance and design available
HNC and ONC qualified, 15 years experience & 7 in France
Based near Lubersac (dept 19)

05 55 81 31 85

Your
advert
here

Give us a call or send
us an email:

Registered Car Mechanic

Registered
Car Mechanic

Gifts & Crafts
>> pg 19
Handholding & Language
>> pg 19
Health & Beauty
>> pg 19
Insurance & Finance
>> pg 19
Pools & Spas
>> pg 19
Property Sales & Maintenance>> pg 19-20
Retail & Commerce
>> pg 20
Scrap & Clearance
>> pg 20
Transport/Removals/Storage >> pg 20

Architectural
DRAWING
SERVICE

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

RING BILL!

SIRET: 494 617 798 00017

Activities & Leisure
Animals & Pets
Auto & Bike Services
Building Services
Chimney Sweeps
Cleaning Services
Computers, TV & Satellite
Food & Drink
Garden Services
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SKILLED JOINER

Carpenter

•Stairs (can custom build)
•Doors •Windows •Fitted Kitchens
•Floors (wooden, laminate, etc.)
•Fitted Wardrobes & Cupboards
Over 40 years experience

All types
Best Rates
Available Immediately
References available
Call Mark:

Will Fit For You:

CALL: 06 80 58 06 08
Siret: 492 869 649 00029

06 45 82 34 03
Siret 798 692 778 00011

Please mention
The Bugle when
responding to adverts

CARPENTER
AND BUILDER

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP SINCE 1986
€120 per day

Portfolio available to view at

www.jonesentreprise.com
Jeff Jones: 05 55 62 46 21
Mob: 06 38 25 74 62
email: jones23entreprise@orange.fr
siret: 810 322 123 00011

KD Creative Carpentry
& General Maintenance
40 years experience fully qualified
fitting of kitchens, wardrobes, windows,
doors, stairs, balconies, decking, etc.
Small general maintenance jobs.
Reasonable rates.
30km radius of Mérinchal (23420)
Please contact Kevin:

06 25 94 44 63

yorkienboo@gmail.com
Siret No. 885 154 948 00016

Wooden Floors
Sanded & Sealed
From € 24 / sqm
Departartment 23
& Surrounding Areas

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93
Building Services
Electricians
& Plumbers
Maurice Baynes

PLUMBING
& HEATING

Domestic and commercial
Bathroom design
and installation
Heating systems
Tiling and full fit out
Fully Insured
All areas covered
mauricepbaynes@gmail.com

Tel: 07 87 01 70 30
siret: 887 841 088 00016

SALAMANDRE Building

électricité
Keith SLOPER

Tel: 05 55 64 94 20
Mob: 07 86 38 09 61
* Qualified electrician
* All types of electrical
works carried out
* Free estimates
* Fault finding
* Consuel certification arranged
* Temporary and permanent
EDF supplies arranged
* Departments 23 and 87
No Siret: 494 916 760 00015

Lumiere Service
et Energie
Steven Rofe
28 Years' experience

• UK NICEIC approved Electrician
• Rewiring
• External & garden lighting
• All aspects of electrical works
• Fully insured - (10 year Decennale)
• Satellite Installation
• Departments covered 87, 23 & 19
05.55.69.75.67 / 06.89.47.69.71
email: rofesteven@yahoo.co.uk

www.roferenovation.com

See full list of works carried out
on the website
Siret No. 501.792.386.00010

Pink Electrique

Ruth & Geoff Kowalczyk
Project management. All electrical work, home
automation & security. Please see our website for
more information. French qualified and insured.
30+ years worldwide experience.
Departments covered: 23, 36, 87.

Tel: 05 55 63 10 68
Mob: 06 64 59 48 64

Email: pink-electrique@laposte.net
www.pink-electrique.fr
SIRET: 788 709 871 00016

INSTALLATION23

Call Richard:

07 54 23 37 01

richardexcel@hotmail.co.uk

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:
sales@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93

Entreprise
Electricité Générale
All aspects of electrical
works undertaken
Departments 36, 23, 87 & 86
UK / French Satellite and TV
Aerial installations
Décennale insured

06 16 91 64 67

contact@reactive-resource.com
www.reactive-resource.com
Siren: 808 481 170

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

Qualified & specialising in:
• Electricity
• Plumbing
• Small renovations
(bathrooms, kitchens, etc.)

Fully registered & insured
English & Dutch spoken
Based in the east of Creuse
Call or email Rob:
E: installation23@gmail.com

M: 06 40 56 96 12
Siret: 753 054 030 00014

Carlos

Electrician/Plumber
05 55 62 63 82
see main ad below

Services
Fosses Septiques

Fosse Septique 23
Steve. JOHNS. SARL

Fosse Septique Specialists
Planning permission arranged
Design and installation
Supply and servicing
DIY and trade kits
Free site visit and devis

05.55.64.11.73
06.70.47.52.96
siret: 824 706 444 00018

LVL

Les Vidanges Limousines
▪ Emptying septic tanks
▪ Unblocking pipes
▪ Cleaning wells
▪ Group rates available
between neighbours
Call David - 24/24 7/7

STEVE'S
PROPERTY
MAINTENANCE
Roofing,
Building,
Renovations,
Plastering & stud walls,
... and more!
Fully insured.
e: lowe.steven@orange.fr

t: 05 55 50 52 02
m: 07 66 52 33 47
siret: 842 233 108 00013

WASTE REMOVAL
SERVICES

• house/barn clearance
(pre sale / post sale)
• garden/land clearance
• dechetterie runs
• rubbish removal
Specialist equipment available:
• tractor with flail mower,
rotavator, etc.
• vehicle with 1.5 tonne crane

05 55 37 45 35

06 49 66 44 25

wasteremovalmultiservices@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/willwhiting87/

Siret N° 750 725 780 00019

siret 532 981 198 00015

87800 Jourgnac

Septic Tank
Installation
Service

Reed Bed Sanitation Systems
Sewer Connections
Compact Filters
www.fossepro.com
Tel: 06 33 78 24 23
fossepro@orange.fr

Aquatiris

Ecological Septic Tanks
www.aquatiris.fr
06 95 09 13 71 - pg 3

Building
Services
General
A Horrocks & Son
Building and restoration work

06 26 97 28 54
see main ad below

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

HANDYMAN/DIY
Can I help you with those jobs
you don't want to do?

• Painting/Decorating • Labouring
• Pressure Washing • General DIY
No job too small, just give me a call!!
All areas covered - Based nr Aubusson (23)

05 55 83 02 77 / 06 30 90 58 90
jonathanpiddock@orange.fr
Siret: 523 955 151 00015

SVH
CONSTRUCTION

All building work undertaken
No job too small
City & Guilds and NVQ
Qualified tradesman
Over 35 years experience
in the construction industry
Based in dept. 23

Mob: 07 85 51 42 66
Tel: 05 55 83 04 11

stevehow101@googlemail.com
Siret: 848 602 934 00012

CONTINUED
NEXT PAGE...

To advertise in The Bugle Business Directory, call 06 04 17 80 93
ELECTRICIAN/PLUMBER
FROM SMALL REPAIRS
TO COMPLETE INSTALLATIONS
BOILER SERVICING
OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE
FULLY INSURED - BASED DEPT 23
lorrainemquintana@gmail.com

05 55 62 63 82

siret: 829 638 741 00019
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ADVERTORIAL

What should you do with your UK pension scheme or Life
Assurance policy? - Rosemary Sheppard, International Financial Adviser

T

he consequences of
Brexit are beginning to be felt by
many of us, you
may have received correspondence from your UK investment manager, insurer or
pension company. Some situations remain unchanged,
but as the UK is now a “third
country”, no longer part of
the EU’s economic area this
may affect how your UKbased investment, insurance
policy or pension is serviced
in the future.
If you haven’t heard any-

thing , what can you do? Be
proactive! Contact your UK
provider and ask:
• Have measures been put in
place to ensure that your
policy or pension can continue to be serviced?
• Could there be difficulties
or restrictions with servicing your policy or pension?
Some companies such as
ReAssure and Standard
Life have informed their
members that they can retain their funds with them,
but in order to access them
they will need to transfer to
alternative arrangements.
• Will there be any penalties
to cancel or change your
policy or pension?
Once you have this information you need to seek local advice in your country of

residence as to:
• What are the tax implications of your current arrangements?
• What are the potential implications of any changes
you may want/need to
make?
• Are those changes necessary at this stage?
The answers to these
questions are not a ‘one size
fits all’. It is not always necessary to make changes if
potentially you don’t need
access to your policies or
pensions or maybe your intended beneficiaries are still
in the UK. The right advice
for you as an individual is
not necessarily the same advice for your neighbours or
friends, but amazingly there
are some people who would

rather listen to them than
take professional advice to
make an informed decision.
That said, now more than
ever, you need to be aware
of scams. If you are in any
doubt about the information you have received from
your UK provider then call
them, or contact a reputable,
regulated adviser firm to assist you with this contact.
Be wary of ‘cold calls’.
Don’t be pressurised into
making rash decisions – you
may not be able to reverse
them.
Most of all, don’t panic
– there will be a solution
for you and your individual
circumstances and as professional advisers we will help
you assess your individual
needs by taking an holistic approach to look at your

whole financial situation.
Blacktower will be by
your side both now and
in the future, we are here
to help you. To arrange a
professional and impartial
consultation please contact
me by email: Rosemary.
sheppard@blacktowerfm.
com, visit our website www.
blacktowerfm.com or call
me on 06 38 86 99 70.
This article is based on
the opinion of the financial
adviser and author, and
does not reflect the views of
Blacktower. The above information is based on current
legislation which is subject
to change and does not constitute as investment advice,
or investment research and
you should seek advice from
a professional adviser before

embarking on any financial
planning activity.
Blacktower
Insurance
Agents & Advisors Ltd is
regulated in Cyprus by
the Insurance Companies Control Service and
registered with ORIAS in
France. Blacktower Financial Management (Cyprus)
Ltd is regulated in Cyprus
by the Cyprus Securities
& Exchange Commission
and is registered with the
AMF in France.

Advertising in The Bugle Business Directory
Advertising your business couldn’t be easier. Text only, boxed listings are available in our Business Directory from just €12.50/month.
Alternatively, why not spotlight your business with an Advertorial, available from 1/6 Page (€50 HT) up to Full Page (€300 HT).
Both Directory Adverts and Advertorials represent a cost effective way to put your brand in front of more than 30,000 pairs of eyes each month!!

For more information on any of our advertising options, please feel free to give us a call
on 06 04 17 80 93 or send an email to sales@thebugle.eu

6-Month Contract

12-Month Contract

Small b&w Directory Ad

€100

€150

Large b&w Directory Ad

€130

€195

Small Colour Directory Ad

€140

€210

Large Colour Directory Ad

€180

€270

All prices exclude TVA (20%)

Large Directory Ad
46mm x 71mm
(Actual Size)
45 words max
Small Directory Ad
46mm x 46mm
(Actual Size)

30 words max

Directory Advertising is available either in black and white or colour, and in either small (30 words max) or large (45 words max) format.
Directory adverts may only contain text (small logos may be allowed when supplied). The minimum contract length is 6 months.
Advertising is payable on publication. All prices are HT.

To advertise in The Bugle Business Directory, call 06 04 17 80 93
Les petits jardiniers du Limousin

We are a gardening association based in the Mairie at St. Amand le Petit, between Eymoutiers and Peyrat
le Château. We hold monthly meetings, normally on the third Thursday of the month, starting at 2:30 pm.
Meetings are held in English, but we can also present topics in French. We have lots of different nationalities
amongst our members. Our aim is to provide and promote opportunities for people to develop their interest
and knowledge in horticulture and gardening and related topics in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.
In-house workshop meetings, external speakers and visits are on our agenda.
During Covid-19, in common with other Associations, we have not been able to have meetings and have kept
in touch with members and friends via our Facebook page, Les petites jardiniers du Limousin where people
post photos of their garden, ask questions, share information and keep in contact on a casual, friendly basis.
We are looking forward to starting meetings again respecting all Covid-19 regulations and to seeing old friends
as well as new faces at our meetings.
Our meeting agenda has had to be cancelled many times and, at
present, no set agenda is in place. However, as soon as we can meet
again we do hope to arrange: A visit to Custos Apium (booked for June,
subject to any Covid-19 regulations and restrictions in place at that
time); presentations on plant name origins, grafting, edible plants and
mushrooms; a workshop on diverse ways of seed preparation; and the
first Sunday in September is the date on which we hold our Annual
Show. If it goes ahead it is a definite not-to-be-missed event.
Members and supporters of our Association will receive emails about forthcoming meetings. If you would like to
be on our mailing list then please email me with your name and email address. I will add you to the list and you
will receive all future notifications. Meanwhile take care, happy gardening and hope to see you soon.
For any further information contact Carolyn at pjlimousin@gmail.com

WHAT'S ON
CLUBS, CHARITIES & ASSOCIATIONS
As a result of the current restrictions, many of the meetings and
events featured in our What's On and Clubs, Charities
& Associations sections have had to be cancelled or postponed.
The situation is changing very quickly, so we have removed these
listings from the newspaper for the time being.
We will, however, continue to update our website with any new
information, so please do check back regularly to keep up to date

www.thebugle.eu/associations.php
www.thebugle.eu/whats_on.php
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Building
Services
General
The Reclamation Yard
Confolens

05 45 30 72 04

semm main ad - pg 9

Dave Cardwell - Builder

05 55 98 24 12

See our Display Ad pg 14

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93
A. Wright

Carpenter & Joiner
06 35 12 10 66
see main ad - pg 11

Richard Jones, B.A. Cert'Ed

Professional Project
Management Services
Save up to 30% on your Renovation
All building and
renovations undertaken
Man & Digger
Department 23 & Surrounding Areas

07 54 23 37 01

richardexcel@hotmail.co.uk

Davis & Davis

35 years' Experience in Construction,
Renovation & Project Management
Quality Workmanship Guaranteed
Internal/ External Developments
Barn conversions, loft conversions, new-build,
drylining, plastering, rendering, spray
rendering, tiling, installation of kitchens/
bathrooms, painting, carpentry, replacement
doors & windows, velux installation, groundworks, landscaping, decking & much more...

No job too big (or small). Give us a
call for a free competitive quote.

05 55 60 29 50 / 06 04 13 30 57
email: davis-davis@sfr.fr

Based near Limoges - Covering depts 87, 23 & 19
Siret: 498 203 652 00017

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93
Max Huggett

Experienced and fully
registered builder with 10
year Décennale Insurance
Offering a broad selection of building
services in depts. 87, 19 & 23.
From one off installations to complete
renovations, construction, decorating,
landscaping and ground works.
E: info@maxhuggett.com

T: 05 55 69 37 64
M: 06 86 62 59 37

www.maxhuggett.com

English & French spoken - Siret: 518 511 340 00011

La Noneix

Construction
& Property Services

Established, Professional and
Personal Building Services. Fully
registered with décennale
insurance covering all works.

●Renovations
●New builds ●Roofing
●Stonework ●Carpentry
●Ground works

Large or small projects undertaken
- please view our website.
Contact: Paul or Joanne Rands

05.55.66.44.06
www.lanoneix.com
Paul.rands@orange.fr
SIRET: 501 144 596 00019

Masonry
& More

General building
Renovation , Roofing
Reliable, good quality work
30 years exp
Scaffold Hire
Martin Sprague

05 55 61 93 07

martin_sprague_1@ hotmail.com
SIRET: 531 768 182 00010

Entreprise
Hines

Building & Renovation
● Roofing - New & Repairs
● Masonry
● Plastering
● Dry Lining
● Sand Blasting
● Scaffold Hire
● ... and much, much more

40 years qualified experience

05.55.89.69.46
www.entreprisehines.com
robert.hines@orange.fr
SIRET: 503 169 237 00016

Harlequin
Developments
est. 2007

All aspects of renovation
and refurbishment, big or
small, undertaken.
Kitchens fitted and tiled
Replacement doors and windows
Parquet flooring
Oak framed porches
Plasterboard and Insulation

05.55.68.67.56
06.06.60.46.97

harlequindevelopments@live.com
www.harlequindevelopments.com
SIRET: 494.501.067.00016

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:
sales@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93

Building
Services
Groundworks
RSW Entreprises

Fosse Septiques/Micro stations

05.55.80.00.57

See our Display Ad - pg 2

S.M.C SERVICES

Excavator with Driver
0044 (0)7831 121 019

Please mention
The Bugle when
responding to adverts

Building
Services
Plasterers

Able
Plastering

see main ad - pg 10

French registered plasterer
with over 30 years’ experience

Mini-Digger with driver

All internal and
external works covered
Plastering
(English and French plaster)
Rendering
Concreting
Floor Screeding
Stud Partitioning
Lime Mortar Pointing

05.55.53.03.56

john.bonella@gmail.com
See Main Ad pg 10

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93
Building
Services
Lifts & Scaffolding

Cherry
Picker
Services

14.5 metres on a van
lasout@live.com

Tel: 09 66 03 52 89
Call for a quote

ANGLO
SCAFFOLDING
HIRE
UK scaffolding supplied and
erected here in France
Qualified and fully insured
FREE no obligation quotes
Call Ian on

06 34 24 64 11

or find us on Facebook:
@angloscaffolding

Email: akbrunnstrom@yahoo.co.uk
SIRET: 799 067 939 00014

Building
Services
Painters/Decorators
Nicholas
Collyer
All aspects of
Interior and
Exterior
decorating

30+ years' experience
Spraying service available
for large areas

T: 09 88 19 14 05
M: +44 (0)7885 694 313
collyer23360@gmail.com
siret: 883 596 157 00015

Tel: 05 55 62 12 39
Mobile: 06 06 41 10 30
Siret: 527 906 614 00013

La Petite Ramoneur

THE LADY
SWEEP
Established since 1986

Brush & Vacuum
All types of chimney
Fully Insured
Call Ruth Langston

02 54 31 48 50
06 25 61 84 95 (SMS only)
siret 504 218 454 00016

Chimney Sweeping
• Flue ways cleared
• Birds nests, vermin
& debris removed
• Smoke evacuation & gas
tightness tests
• Official certificates of cleaning
issued (Certificat de Ramonage)

www.stovesellers.com

05 55 63 78 72
Siren: 502 409 949

CHRIS

THE PLASTERER

A genuine plasterer
French and English spoken
Traditional Plastering, Rendering,
Stud partition dry lining, Lime mortar
stone pointing, Interior/exterior painting,
Plasterboarding taping & joining specialists

Experienced, Registered &
Fully Insured
No mess, no fuss

CALL FOR A FREE QUOTATION

siret: 484 768 700 00029

05 55 63 53 06
06 23 29 48 19
christopher.willis@orange.fr
Le Bourg, 23360 Nouzerolles
SIRET: 504 612 441 00015

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93
Building
Services
Roofing
MUMFORD TOITURE
Roofing & Plastering/
Plasterboarding Service

25+ years roofing experience
All aspects of roofing, large or small
15+ years experience plastering/boarding
Fully registered and insured
Trading in France since 2007
Call Mark for a free quotation

05 55 44 71 44 / 06 78 60 96 16
mumford.toiture@gmail.com
Siret No. 493 159 412 00011

Chimney
Sweeps
& Firewood
Carrefour du
Bois Limousin

www.chauffagebois-limousin.com
05 55 63 72 45 - see ad pg 4

Email: cinderssweep@gmail.com

T: 07 68 76 39 99

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93
Cleaning
Services
Impeccable
Cleaning Services
Cleaning service for your home,
gîtes, small office, etc.
Regular hours or one-time cleans.
Reliable and trustworthy.
30km radius of Mérinchal (23420)
Please contact Deborah:

06 25 94 44 63
yorkienboo@gmail.com
Siret No. 884 983 040 00012

Computers,
TV &
Satellite

GOODWIN
SATELLITE

SALES & INSTALLATION OF ALL SATELLITE
SYSTEMS & AERIALS. FAULT FINDING.
Dept 23 & surrounding areas

Tel: 05 55 62 05 61
Mob: 06 52 38 67 65

Email: garygoodwin121@gmail.com
siret: 453 067 910 00019

CONTINUED
NEXT PAGE...
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ADVERTORIAL

Harlequin Satellite TV

A

s some of you may know, after many years, Stuart from The French House Satellite TV has
recently moved on to pastures new. For the past few months I have been working alongside
him, and I'm happy to say that I am now the installer approved and recommended by The
French House to continue looking after clients old, and welcoming clients new.
The range of services remains the same:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English Free to Air Satellite TV... Freesat
French Satellite TV... TNT
English Subscription TV
Full installation service
DIY Kits
Dishes realigned or upgraded
Trouble shooting

I am based in the north of the Haute-Vienne (dept 87), and will cover dept's 16, 23, north 24, 36,
east 86, and 87. Meanwhile, The French House will continue to provide a full service to dept's 17, 44,
49, 79, 85, and west 86.
So if you need help with any satellite TV issues please don't hesitate to get in touch. ■
Arthur Smith - Tel: 06.06.60.46.97
Email: harlequintv1@gmail.com
Facebook: Harlequin Satellite TV
Siret: 494.501.067.00016

Computers,
TV &
Satellite

L'homme de l'ecosse
Web Design / eCommerce / hosting

06 37 82 56 67 / 05 55 60 62 36
see main ad - pg 4

Food &
Drink

Le Restaurant Ecurat

Mobile Curry Take Away
For menus and venues:

www.mandyscurry2go.com

06.79.07.91.56

libre.antenne87@gmail.com
Fast dependable service
Based Séreilhac (87)
siret: 353 613 227 00035

Follow us on facebook
e : mandyscurry2go@gmail.com

m : 07 70 39 12 23

Home delivery possible - see website
siret: 498 199 306 00016

British Market Stall
facebook.com/britishmarketstall
+33 (0)6 79 23 57 09 +33 (0)7 69 14 49 73
see main ad - pg 10

sales@thebugle.eu Try Something Different
Chez Jacques
06 04 17 80 93
Marsac (23)

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93

7 ave Jules Courivaud, Magnac-Laval
Tearoom / Gifts / Clothes
06 72 38 82 20 - See main ad, pg 9
26, Ecurat 23150

Mandys-curry-2-go

For all your TV
and satellite
installations and repairs
(Sky TV, Internet etc.)
Call Patrice:

Thé Bonbons Cadeaux

• Cosy atmosphere
• Speciality Crêpes
• Large burger menu
• Around 115 single malt whiskies
• Selection of bottled British ales
• Book corner, pool table
• "Mouclade" nights
• Curry nights

05 87 40 02 83
closed Wednesdays

Open Wed, Thu & Fri
New fast food menu
Lunchtime 'menu ouvrier'
11am-2pm & 7pm-9.30pm
Fish & chips and Curry nights,
Salon de Thé and Diner le soir
* Reservation in advance please *
For more information:

tel: 05 55 81 31 85

email: ecurat123@hotmail.com
2km from Chénérailles and the
Chateau Villemonteix.

Entreprise
Maeva

Garden Maintenance

Your
advert
here

entreprisemaeva@gmail.com

07 69 34 75 02

06 04 17 80 93

Team Jardin

GARDEN SERVICES

Reliable, professional and
friendly garden services.
Garden Maintenance. Land Clearance.
Garden Construction.
Bespoke long-term maintenance plans.
Tel: 05 55 37 18 03
Mob: 06 33 66 17 45
e-mail: darren@teamjardin.fr

Grass Cutting
Strimming
General Maintenance
Based La Souterraine (23)

Strimming, hedge cutting,
lawn mowing, general upkeep.
Daily rates and/or monthly contracts.
40 km radius - Bénévent-l'Abbaye (23210)
Siret: 831 957 691 00023

www.teamjardin.fr

Paul Brown

Tel: 05 55 89 57 40
brownpaul006@gmail.com

Siret No. 752 549 907 00018

Siret: 483 059 242 00030

Les Genêts, Azerables

Your
advert
here

05.55.63.90.79

06 04 17 80 93

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:

Le Creusois
Bar/Restaurant

High quality British & French food
at reasonable prices.
Menu du Jour €12, Traditional Pub
Food, Vegetarian dishes, Childrens
& Snack menus also available
www.lecreusoisbistro.com
SIREN: 483 988 853

Garden
Services
Purple Solutions
Garden Maintenance

06 72 87 87 14
see main ad - pg 10

Maintenance gardener
Stephen Grendon

Need some advice?
Too much like hard-work?
30 years of experience

TEL: 06 72 11 62 15
stengrendon1@gmail.com
Based in St-Julien-le-Petit (87460), covering
St. Léonard, Peyrat, Eymoutiers, Bujaleuf.
siret: 839 102 415 00016

sales@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93
sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

Buying or selling small items...?
Check out our online Classifieds... updated daily!

www.thebugle.eu/classifieds.php

To place a Classified, simply email details of your item for sale to notices@thebugle.eu
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sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93
Gifts &
Crafts

Pools &
Spas

Your
advert
here

Naturalis Pools

www.naturalispools.com

06 04 17 80 93

Cards et Cartes

Quality English
& French greeting cards
from 1.80 €
www.cardsetcartes.com
info@cardsetcartes.com
Siret No: 508 062 734 00019

06 31 17 25 60
see main ad - pg 2

Jenny Homer BA Hons, PGCE

Online French Tuition

Qualified Teacher of French, formerly
teaching in my classroom, but now online!

Come out of Covid
with confident French
I offer weekly, small, group lessons
online, at levels to suit your needs.
My priority is on speaking and
understanding French in daily life.
Get in touch asap to ensure your place
in a class suited to your ability.
Stuck for the perfect Christmas gift for you,
your friend or family - Gift vouchers
now available for online classes (from 15€)

Email: homer.jennifer@gmail.com
https://homerjennifer.wixsite.com/website
siret: 490 323 243 00025

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93
Handholding &
Language
Services

Sophie Arsac

French lessons
& handholding services
06 61 56 47 17 - pg 11

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:
sales@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93
Health
& Beauty
Chez Boutique

Formerly La Petite Place

05.55.60.08.46

See our Display Ad - pg 8

Please mention
The Bugle when
responding to adverts
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Insurance
& Finance

Property
Sales &
Maintenance

The Spectrum IFA Group

Agence le Prince Noir

Tony Farrell

International Financial Adviser

www.agenceprincenoir.com

05 55 89 57 94 - see pg 10

02 54 36 99 50 - see main ad pg 7

Blacktower

'Gite and Tidy'

Financial Managment Group

Property management

06 38 86 99 70 - pg 9

All properties looked after,
main residences, holiday homes & gîtes.
Changeovers, cleaning,
tidy ups, maintenance, gardening,
swimming pools, etc.
Single or regular visits.
Fully insured.
Oradour-sur-Vayres (87150).
References available.

Rosemary Sheppard

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:
sales@thebugle.eu

Call Teddy:

06 04 17 80 93

Covering all of La Creuse!

06 15 78 18 04- pg 7

Steve Martindale
Steve Martindale
19, route de Champagnac
17500 MEUX
514 989 748 00025
Charente Libre, Z.I. No3
16340, L’Isle d’Espagnac

Ce mensuel a été imprimé sur des papiers produits en France, Espagne, certifiés PEFC 100% FCBA/18-01705.
Taux de fibres recyclées 100%. Emissions GES : 63 gr CO2 eq/ex (données 2019).
The Bugle cannot accept responsibility for the claims of advertisers or their professionalism. We strongly advise readers to verify that the
company you are dealing with is a registered trading company in France or elsewhere in the world.

Buying or Selling French Property?
Legal advice from English-speaking lawyers
Also the #1 portal for property auctions

www.frenchpropertylawyer.fr

Your
advert
here

06 04 17 80 93 06 04 17 80 93

Mobile hairdresser

Tous droits réservés. Toute reproduction, totale ou partielle, des
articles et illustrations du présent numéro est strictement interdite.
Dépôt légal à parution.

05 55 82 18 99

Your
advert
here

www.giteandtidy.com
09 82 12 69 73 (Home)
06 06 40 81 07 (Portable)

CONTINUED
NEXT PAGE...

Gorka
This gentle girl is Gorka, a Malinoise
cross and she is nine years old. She was
adopted from the SPA two years ago,
but sadly now finds herself back at the
refuge.
Unfortunately, life at the refuge is not
easy for her and she is very sad and
lost, as she is a dog that really doesn't
like to be left alone.
Gorka has a lot going for her and
despite being a large breed dog, she
can be taken anywhere as she is very
well trained and walks beautifully on
the lead. She is also a very sociable,
kind and affectionate dog, house
trained and can fit easily into a family with children, other dogs and cats.
The SPA are looking for a home where she can feel safe and loved and where there will be
someone present for her, most of the time.
If you think you can help Gorka then please contact:
SPA de Creuse (Guéret), 21 Le Clocher,
23000 Saint-Sulpice-le Guérétois
www.spa-creuse.com - email: spa.gueret@orange.fr
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Leggett

Property
Sales &
Maintenance

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
YOU CAN TRUST
see main ad - pg 3

Creuse Property Care

Caring for
your home in
France when
you can’t
be there

Garden & Pool Maintenance
General Maintenance & Small
Renovation work including
plasterboarding, tiling, painting, etc.
Changeovers/House Cleaning
Ad-hoc Assistance
References available
Contact Mark or Trudy...

T: 05 55 67 90 47 / P: 06 40 75 74 47
E: marktrudy0506@gmail.com
W: www.creusepropertycare.com

Your
advert
here

Can your
business fill
this space?

Your
advert
here

Give us a call or send
us an email:

06 04 17 80 93

sales@thebugle.eu

Transport,
Removals
& Storage

06 04 17 80 93

06 04 17 80 93

Retail &
Commerce

Scrap &
Clearance

Siret: 479 965 758 00028

Houses on Internet
www.housesoninternet.com

+31 (0)6 41 20 73 69

Stove
Sellers Cash paid
www.stovesellers.com
05.55.63.78.72

See our Display Ad - pg 3

See our Display Ad - pg 8

Cendrillon
06 83 66 83 09

Très Jolie

www.marcdeschamps.com
see main ad - pg 4

Beaux Villages Immobilier
www.beauxvillages.com

Freephone: 08 05 69 23 23
see main ad - pg 5

All Property Diagnostics
for Sales/Rentals
Energy Performance (DPE),
Asbestos, Lead, Electricity,
Gas, Termites, Risks/Pollution,
Measurements

Ladies fashion accessories
05 55 53 03 56 / 06 04 08 29 53
see main ad pg 10

for scrap

All Limousin covered
Anything considered
Any quantity

www.facebook.com/willwhiting87/
siret 532 981 198 00015

www.smartmovesremovals.com

OLD'S
HEIGHT

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

inc. Junque and Disorderly

Antiquités agricoles
I will buy just about anything in your barn:
agricultural machinery, cars,motorbikes,
lorries, pushbikes, old wrought ironwork,
oil cans, signs, timberwork and doors...
in fact, anything!! Just think...
that rubbish could earn you cash!!

tel: 05 55 81 31 85

CALL: 0633 847 699

Fluent English speaking.
Technical comments and
advice possible

email: ecurat123@hotmail.com

siret: 511 127 763 00015

Contact : 06 28 94 24 00 or
philippe.andre@diagamter.com

Please mention
The Bugle when
responding to adverts

See our references on:

www.diagamter.com

FORTNIGHTLY SERVICES TO FRANCE
FULL OR PART LOADS WELCOME
WE COLLECT FROM
ALL AREAS OF THE UK AND DELIVER
TO ALL AREAS OF FRANCE
Find us on Facebook:
@smartmovesukfrance
Please CALL or EMAIL Stephen

smartmovers@hotmail.co.uk

Atelier d'Art du Jardin

2km from Chénérailles and the
Chateau Villemonteix

For a fully insured,
careful service

Tel: 05 55 37 45 35
Mob: 06 74 21 47 71

26, Ecurat 23150

Artisan
art
for your
garden

Smart Moves

in rust we trust

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

+44 (0)7966 287 430

Man & Van
Transport

Genuine/Reliable/Honest
Local + Europe + UK runs
House/Barn clearances!
15m3 capacity
4m load length
English & French Spoken

05 44 20 21 77
06 06 40 81 07
87150 Oradour-sur-Vayres

www.frenchvanman.eu
Siret 530 213 644 00012

Buggs Car Hire
Bergerac & Limoges Airports

www.buggscarhire.com
see main ad - pg 4

Watson European
International Removals

www.watsoneuropean.co.uk
see main ad - pg 5

Transition Removals
(+33) 05 55 34 19 46

www.transitionremovals.net
see main ad - pg 12

Central
France
Storage

www.centralfrancestorage.com
Dry, safe & secure storage
Brexit Busting Prices!!
Vehicle storage options
We also do internal moves!
14.5m cherry picker available

Tel: 09 66 03 52 89
Email: lasout@live.com
siret: 494 123 847 00019

Franklins Removals
0044 121 353 7263

www.franklinsremovals.co.uk
see main ad - pg 8

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:
sales@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93

Latest news throughout the month: www.thebugle.eu
Cancer Support
Haute-Vienne

affiliated to

Your local Association
supporting English speakers touched by cancer
in departments 87, 23, 19 & 36

HELPLINE 0800 240 200
www.cshautevienne.org

CANCER SUPPORT FRANCE
Charente Plus
Free confidential support for Englishspeaking people touched by cancer
Volunteers & Active Listeners needed (full training will be given)
If you are interested please email: bloomdenis@outlook.com

CSF 24 HOUR HELPLINE - 0800 24 02 00
email: csfcharenteplus@gmail.com

Facebook : Cancer Support France - Charente-Plus

STAY
HOME
STAY
SAFE

CHARITY SHOP

Do please come in and visit us.
We are located at:
3 rue Nationale, 16150 Chabanais
(entrance opposite the mairie, directly behind
Petticoat Lane – we are on the first floor upstairs)

OPENING HOURS:
Tuesday & Wednesday 10 am – 4 pm
Sorry – no books or electrical goods

